SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-12

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT: PLUM ST & LENORA CHURCH RD.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS THE PRESERVE AT BRISCOE

RED OAK DEVELOPMENT, LLC. LANDWORKS ASSOCIATES, INC.
OWNER/DEVELOPER ENGINEER

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO
COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE
BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND
SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF
NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE
UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-
MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR
A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION
NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE
OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12
CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT’S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 10/27/06

Issuing Agents:

Comments: __________________________________________________________

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: _______________ Acreage: 33.4 # Lots: 115

Permit issued to:

RED OAK DEVELOPMENT, LLC. 770-338-2110 770-338-2269
Applicant (print) Phone Fax

242 CULVER ST, SITE 200 LAWNVILLE GA 30045
Address City State Zip

LANCE PURSELL 678-758-3112
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print) Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant: ____________________________

Permit Fee: $750.00 Date Paid: 10/27/10 Received by: ____________________________
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-114

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 1132 US Highway 78
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS Cooper Village

Workman and Company PROJECT NAME

OWNER/DEVELOPER
Cooper Village LLC

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-
MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12
CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 9/22/06

Jessica Roth, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments: __________________________________________

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: ___________________ Acreage: ___________ # Lots: ___________

Permit issued to:

R.W. Smith Company

Applicant (print)

955-0442

Phone

955-0857

Fax

Cooper Village Trace

Address

Marietta

City

GA 30067

State Zip

Email:

jmsmith@rusco.com

Jerry Mass

Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print)

(678) 414-3378

Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant:

Permit Fee: $75.00 Date Paid: 7/22/06 Received by: js
**SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # FDC-11A**

*Reissue*

**SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT**: 2791 Main St. West

**IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS**: Town Center

**OWNER/DEVELOPER**: Town Center LLC

**PROJECT NAME**: Billard Land Planning

**ENGINEER**:  

Which have been submitted and contain sufficient plans and documentation to comply with all applicable codes and ordinances, as evidenced by the signature below. This permit is conditional upon compliance with the erosion and sedimentation control measures in those plans and may be withdrawn if noncompliance is observed. This permit shall expire in **12 MONTHS** after issuance unless development activity as authorized by the permit is initiated within the 12-month period or if such authorized activities lapse and the project is abandoned for a period exceeding 30 calendar days. The city engineer may approve one extension not exceeding three months within which time development activity must commence or the permit shall expire. Said extension shall be applied for within the first 12 consecutive calendar months after the permit’s issuance.

*Date Approved: 12/4/07*

[Signature: Jason Thompson, Acting Director]

**Issuing Agents:**

**Comments:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building(s) Sq.Ft.</th>
<th>Acreage</th>
<th># Lots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Permit issued to:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buck Moore</th>
<th>(404) 597-6741</th>
<th>(770) 466-2040</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicant (print)</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>Fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 40</td>
<td>Loganville, GA 30052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print):** Buck Moore

[Signature: Buck Moore]

**Permit Fee: 0**

**Date Paid: 0**

**Received by:** NA
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-11a

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 2790 Main Street West, in accordance with site plans known as Towne Centre Business Park, Phase II. MARTIN COMMUNITIES LLC, Ballard Land Planning, Inc., are the owner/developer and engineer.

The plans have been submitted and contain sufficient plans and documentation to comply with all applicable codes and ordinances, as evidenced by the signature below. This permit is conditional upon compliance with the erosion and sedimentation control measures in those plans and may be withdrawn if noncompliance is observed. This permit shall expire in 12 months after issuance unless development activity as authorized by the permit is initiated within the 12-month period or if such authorized activities lapse and the project is abandoned for a period exceeding 30 calendar days. The city engineer may approve one extension not exceeding three months within which time development activity must commence or the permit shall expire. Said extension shall be applied for within the first 12 consecutive calendar months after the permit's issuance.

Date Approved: 9/26/06

Issuing Agents:

Comments: 

Building(s) sq. ft.: Acreage: .505 # Lots: 5.00

Permit issued to:

MARTIN COMMUNITIES LLC (770) 780-0249, (770) 554-3725

1850 Hwy 78 Loganville, GA 30052 MARTINCOMM LLC POOL

Address City State Zip E-Mail

EARL CAIOPO (706) 215-4578

Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print) Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant: 

Permit Fee: $50.00 Date Paid: 1/22/06 Received By: }
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-09

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 2348 SCENIC HILLY ABBREY ABRAMS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS ABRAHAMS SQUARE PROJECT NAME
GORDON STORY & ASSOCIATES
OWNER/DEVELOPER
ENGINEER

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO
COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE
BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND
SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF
NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE
UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-
MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR
A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION
NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE
OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12
CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 8/22/06

Jessica Roth, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments: FOR UTILITY WORK ONLY

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: __________ Acreage: __________ # Lots: __________

Permit Issued to:

AUBREY ABRAMS (678) 344-0006 (678) 344-1918
318 GOLFE LINKS DR Snellville GA 30039 AWRDL@AOL.COM

Address City State Zip E-Mail

AUBREY ABRAMS (678) 523-8554
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print)

Signature of Applicant:

Permit Fee: $150.00 Date Paid: 8/29/2006 Received by:
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-08

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 4460 EAST GATE PL.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS BRITT BUSINESS PARK
PROJECT NAME

OWNER/DEVELOPER
BRITT

ENGINEER
Bullard, Carol Planning

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO
COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE
BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND
SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF
NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE
UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-
MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR
A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION
NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE
OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12
CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: __________________________
Jessica Rothe, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments: ____________________________________________________________

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: 18,000  Acreage: 1.63  # Lots: 1

Permit issued to:

W.H. BRITT

Applicant (print) Phone Fax

535 GRAYSON PKWY, GRAYSON GA. 30017
Address  City State Zip E-Mail

Robby Shannon  770,972-4200  770,822-0510
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print) Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant: __________________________

Permit Fee: $265.50  Date Paid: 7-25-06  Received by: __________________________
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-07

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 1850 Scenic Hwy IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS Barron's Office Building FACED PROPERTIES PAULSON MITCHELL, INC.

OWNER/DEVELOPER PROJECT NAME ENGINEER

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12 CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMITS ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 7/17/06

Issuing Agents:

Comments:

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: 5230 sf (2) Acreage: 1.380 # Lots:

Permit issued to:

Catamount Constructors, Inc. 770-518-2100 (770) 518-2233

Applicant (print) Phone Fax

20 Mansell Ct. East Roswell GA 30076

Address City State Zip

Chris Yankey 770-518-2100

Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print) Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant: ____________________________ as Agent for Owner

Permit Fee: ____________________________ Date Paid: ____________________________ Received by: ____________________________
The City of Snellville  
Department of Planning & Development  
2342 Oak Road, 2nd Floor  
Snellville, GA 30078  
www.snellville.org  
(770) 985-3513  
(770) 985-3514  
FAX (770) 985-3551

SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-06

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT ZIBI N E Scenic Hwy
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS Snellville Pkwy
PROJECT NAME Snellville Condo LLC, Robert Kane  
OWNER/DEVELOPER Brooks Design, Jerome Braddock  
ENGINEER

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO
COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE
BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND
SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF
NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE
UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-
MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR
A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION
NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE
OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12
CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 7/13/06  
Jessica Bean, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments:

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: 14,050  
Acreage: 1.53  
# Lots: 1

Permit issued to:

Robert Kane  
Applicant (print)  
(678) 372-9302  
(678) 460-3919  
Phone  
Fax

3101 Towercreek Pkwy Ste.190  
ATLANTA  
67  
20339

Address  
City  
State  
Zip  
E-Mail

Danny Clark  
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print)  
(334) 391-7210  
Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant: 

Permit Fee: $330  
Date Paid: 7-13-2006  
Received by: 
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT #26-25

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT project site (Abington Drive) IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS Abington Drive Pump Station

OWNER/DEVELOPER
Abington Drive Pump Station Consortium

PROJECT NAME
Kenneth L. Peters

ENGINEER

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12 CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT’S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 01/06/2006

Issuing Agents:

Comments:

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: __________ Acreage: 0.55 Acres # Lots: __________

Permit issued to:

Abington Drive Pump Station Consortium (770) 475-7170 (770) 475-7175 ext 11
Applicant (print)

7218 B Hampton Place Loganville GA 30052 kenpeters@civilsitesolutions.com
Address City State Zip E-Mail

Ken Peters (770) 361-2776
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print)

Signature of Applicant: _______ Hardy (Agent) _______

Permit Fee: $50 Date Paid: 01/31/2006 Received by: _______
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT #06-04 5-051-387

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 2299 Peachtree Rd., Snellville, Ga. 30078
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS LA FITNESS PROJECT NAME
Hendon Snellville LAF, LLC (Rick Carson) Brook Design Group

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDNANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12 CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 6/16/2000

Jessica Roth, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building(s) Sq.Ft.</th>
<th>Acreage</th>
<th># Lots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41,000</td>
<td>5.057</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Permit issued to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hendon Snellville LAF, LLC</th>
<th>(404) 791-1400(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicant (print)</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3445 Peachtree Rd #465</td>
<td>404 926-1526(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Fax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga 30026</td>
<td>262-2030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greg Williamson
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(678) 409-3495</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell Phone for Contact Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signature of Applicant: [Signature]

Permit Fee: 750.00  Date Paid: 6-6-2000  Received by: [Signature]

JUN - 6 2000
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06 - 03

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 1969 DOGWOOD ROAD IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS TEXAS ROAD HOUSE. TEXAS ROAD HOUSE HOLDINGS IS THE OWNER/DEVELOPER. THE ROBERTS GROUP IS THE PROJECT NAME. VAUGHN HILL IS THE ENGINEER.

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12 CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: [Signature]
Jessica Roth, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: 6450 SF Acreage: 1.547 # Lots: 1

Permit issued to:

Texas Road House
Applicant (print)
(502) 426 9984 ( )
Phone Fax

6040 Dutchmans Ln, # 300
Louisville, KY 40205
Address City State Zip

Steve Gulp
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print)
(502) 417 5000
Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant: [Signature]

Permit Fee: $532.50 Date Paid: 9-17-2016 Received by: [Signature]
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-02

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 1608 TREE LANE IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS "Tree Lane Parking Addition"

PROJECT NAME

DON HACKLEROAD, JR.

OWNER/DEVELOPER

THE CITY OF SNEILLVILLE

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

2342 Oak Road, 2nd Floor

Sneillville, GA 30078

www.sneillville.org

(770) 985-3513
(770) 985-3514
FAX (770) 985-3551

MAR 27 2006

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12 CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT'S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved: 3/27/06

Jessica Ross, Director

Issuing Agents:

Comments:

Building(s) Sq.Ft.: Acreage: 1.14 # Lots:

Permit issued to:

DON HACKLEROAD 982.1996 982.1998
Applicant: (print) Phone Fax

1608 TREE LANE Sneillville GA 30078 DON HACKLEROAD
Address City State Zip

Tommy Pickerson 915-2783
Site Superintendent / Contact Person (print) Cell Phone for Contact Person

Signature of Applicant

Permit Fee # 171.00 Date Paid: 3-27-06 Received by: DON DENNIS
SITE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT # 06-01

SITE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES MAY BE PERFORMED AT 1780 Oak Rd

IN ACCORDANCE WITH SITE PLANS KNOWN AS

PROJECT NAME

Owner/Developer

Richard Williams

BH & B Engineering, Inc.

ENGINEER

WHICH HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED AND CONTAIN SUFFICIENT PLANS AND DOCUMENTATION TO COMPLY WITH ALL APPLICABLE CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS EVIDENCED BY THE SIGNATURE BELOW. THIS PERMIT IS CONDITIONAL UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES IN THOSE PLANS AND MAY BE WITHDRAWN IF NONCOMPLIANCE IS OBSERVED. THIS PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE IN 12 MONTHS AFTER ISSUANCE UNLESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY AS AUTHORIZED BY THE PERMIT IS INITIATED WITHIN THE 12-MONTH PERIOD OR IF SUCH AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES LAPSE AND THE PROJECT IS ABANDONED FOR A PERIOD EXCEEDING 30 CALENDAR DAYS. THE CITY ENGINEER MAY APPROVE ONE EXTENSION NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS WITHIN WHICH TIME DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY MUST COMMENCE OR THE PERMIT SHALL EXPIRE. SAID EXTENSION SHALL BE APPLIED FOR WITHIN THE FIRST 12 CONSECUTIVE CALENDAR MONTHS AFTER THE PERMIT’S ISSUANCE.

Date Approved 1/18/06

Issuing Agents: Jessica Roth, Director

Comments

Building(s) Sq.Ft. 4,600 Acreage 1.16 # Lots 1

Permit issued to:

Richard Williams

2790 Town Village Dr.

Duluth, Ga 30097

Applicant (print)

Phone 822-2121 Fax 822-2144

Steve Stoneback

Signature of Applicant

Cell Phone for Contact Person (404) 406-9691

Permit Fee: $ 174.00 Date Paid: 1/18/2006 Received by: John Dennis